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On macroscopic dimension of rationally essential manifolds

ALEXANDER DRANISHNIKOV

We construct a counterexamples in dimensions n> 3 to Gromov’s conjecture [11]
that the macroscopic dimension of rationally essential n–dimensional manifolds
equals n .

53C23; 20J06, 55N91, 55M10, 57N65

1 Introduction

Gromov brought to life several definitions of a large scale dimension. Perhaps the best
known of these is the notion of the asymptotic dimension introduced as an invariant
of discrete groups [10]. It turned out that the finiteness of asymptotic dimension
for a group implies many famous conjectures of Novikov’s type for that group. The
asymptotic dimension asdim X is defined for general metric spaces X and by its nature
does not take into account the local structure of a space. The notion of macroscopic
dimension dimmc X was introduced by Gromov for studying Riemannian manifolds
[11]. This notion of large-scale dimension is sensitive to the local structure in particular,
to the covering dimension of a space which by definition is local. We note that always
dimmc X � asdim X .

Gromov stated several conjectures and questions concerning macroscopic dimension.
One of his conjectures on dimmc was that the universal covering �M of any n–manifold
M with positive scalar curvature satisfies the inequality dimmc �M � n � 2. This
conjecture seems to be out of reach since it implies the Gromov–Lawson conjecture
about non-existence of a positive scalar curvature metric on any closed aspherical
manifold. The latter is known to be a Novikov type conjecture. We refer to the paper
by Bolotov and the author [3] for recent progress on the Gromov scalar curvature
conjecture modulo the Novikov conjecture. In this paper we solve another Gromov’s
problem which connects the macroscopic dimension of the universal covering with the
essentiality of the manifold.

Gromov studied the question when the universal covering �M of a closed n–dimensional
manifold could have macroscopic dimension strictly less than n. The main source of
n–manifolds satisfying the inequality dimmc �M <n is the class of inessential manifolds
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also introduced by Gromov [9]. We recall that an n–manifold M is called inessential
if a map f W M !B� that classifies its universal covering �M can be deformed to the
.n�1/–skeleton B�.n�1/ . Otherwise it is called essential. It is well-known that an
orientable manifold is inessential if and only if the image of its fundamental class under
the induced homomorphism f�W H�.M /!H�.B�/ is zero, f�.ŒM �/D 0 (see [3]).
An example of an essential n–manifold M with dimmc �M < n is the real projective
space RPn . Though M DRPn is essential it is rationally inessential for odd n, that
is, with f�.ŒM �/D 0 in H�.B� IQ/. Gromov conjectured this is always the case.

Conjecture 1.1 (Gromov [11], 22
3

Remarks and Questions) If dimmc �M < n where�M is the universal covering of a closed orientable n–manifold M , then M must be
rationally inessential.

The main goal of this paper to give counterexamples to Gromov’s conjecture. For that
we define a new notion of macroscopic dimension dimMC satisfying the inequality

dimmc X � dimMC X � asdim X

and construct rationally essential closed n–manifolds M with dimMC �M < n.

Definition 1.2 (Gromov [11]) A metric space X has the macroscopic dimension
less or equal to k , dimmc X � k , if there is a continuous uniformly cobounded map
f W X !N k to a k –dimensional simplicial complex.

A map f W X ! Y of a metric space is uniformly cobounded if there is a constant
C > 0 such that diam.f �1.y// < C for all y 2 Y .

Definition 1.3 A metric space X has the macroscopic dimension dimMC X � k ,
if there is a Lipschitz uniformly cobounded map f W X ! N k to a k –dimensional
simplicial complex.

Here we assume that a simplicial complex N has a metric inherited from the Hilbert
space `2.N

.0// spanned by the vertices of N under the canonical embedding into the
standard simplex N ��� `2.N

.0//. We will call dimMC the macroscopic dimension
and will refer to dimmc as Gromov’s macroscopic dimension. Note that dimmc and
dimMC are invariant of quasi-isometry homeomorphisms. Therefore, the macroscopic
dimensions dimmc �M and dimMC �M of the universal covering �M of a closed manifold
M taken with the lifted from M metric do not depend on the choice of the metric on
M .

Clearly,
dimmc X � dimMC X:
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The original definition of asymptotic dimension uses coverings by large open sets.
Alternatively, the asymptotic dimension can be defined as follows (see Gromov [10],
and the paper by Bell and the author [1]):

Definition 1.4 A metric space X has asymptotic dimension less than or equal to k ,
asdim X � k , if for every � > 0 there is an �–Lipschitz uniformly cobounded map
f W X !N k to a k –dimensional simplicial complex.

Then, clearly,
dimMC X � asdim X:

In this paper we develop a cohomological approach to macroscopic dimension outlined
by the author in [6]. This theory combined with a homological characterization of
amenability given by Block and Weinberger [2] produces the following examples.

Theorem 1.5 For all n� 4 there are closed rationally essential n–manifolds M with
dimMC �M < n.

The non-amenability of the fundamental group in these examples is essential in view
of the following

Theorem 1.6 (Dranishnikov [6]) For rationally essential n–manifolds with amenable
fundamental group there is the equality dimMC �M D n.

It turns out that the inequality dimMC �M < n depends only on the homology class
˛ D f�.ŒM �/ 2 Hn.B�/ where f W M ! B� is a map that classifies the universal
covering of M . It means that for any manifold N with classifying map gW N ! B�

and g�.ŒN �/D˛ it follows that dimMC zN <n. Following Brunnbauer and Hanke [5] we
call such classes small. It turns out that small classes form a subgroup in Hn.B�/. This
phenomenon was discovered first in [5] with respect to many classes of so-called large
manifolds such as manifolds with hyper-spherical universal cover, with hyper-euclidean
universal cover, enlargeable, etc. The property dimMC �M D dim M for a manifold M

certainly represents some largeness. We call such manifolds M macroscopic dimension
large. Nevertheless Brunnbauer–Hanke approach does not work here. In particular,
for all largeness conditions treated in [5] the torsion elements are small. It is still an
open question whether torsion elements of H�.B�/ are small for the macroscopic
dimension large property. Our proof that small classes in H�.B�/ for the macroscopic
dimension largeness form a subgroup is based on a concept of the almost equivariant
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(co)homology introduced in this paper. Curiously, the work on that proof brought as
the byproduct the following formula for homology of groups:

Hn.B�/D kerfIn
˝� Z

.1˝j/˝1
�! .In�1

˝Z�/˝� Zg

where j W I!Z� is the inclusion of the augmentation ideal I into the group ring Z�
and In D I ˝ � � �˝ I is the nth tensor power over Z.

2 Almost equivariant cohomology

Let X be a CW complex and let En.X / denote the set of its n–dimensional cells. We
recall that (co)homology of a CW complex X with coefficients in an abelian group G

are defined by by means of the cellular chain complex C�.X /D fCn.X /; @ng where
Cn.X / is the free abelian group generated by the set En.X /. The resulting groups
H�.X IG/ and H�.X IG/ do not depend on the choice of the CW structure on X .
The proof of this fact appeals to the singular (co)homology theory and it is a part of all
textbooks on algebraic topology. The same holds true for (co)homology groups with
locally finite coefficients, that is, for coefficients in a � –module L where � D �1.X /.
The chain complex defining the homology groups H�.X IL/ is fCn. zX /˝�Lg and the
cochain complex defining the cohomology H�.X IL/ is Hom�.Cn. zX /;L/ where zX
is the universal cover of X with the cellular structure induced from X . The resulting
groups H�.X IL/ and H�.X IL/ do not depends on the CW structure on X .

These groups can be interpreted as the equivariant (co)homology:

H�.X IL/DH
lf ;�
� . zX IL/ and H�.X IL/DH�� .

zX IL/:

The last equality is obvious since the equivariant cohomology groups H�� .
zX IL/ are

defined by equivariant cochains Hom�.Cn. zX /;Lg. We recall that the equivariant
locally finite homology groups are defined by the complex of infinite locally finite
invariant chains

C
lf ;�
n . zX IL/D

� X
e2En. zX /

�ee

ˇ̌̌̌
�ge D g�e; �e 2L

�
:

The local finiteness condition on a chain requires that for every x 2 zX there is a
neighborhood such that the number of n–cells e intersecting U for which �e ¤ 0 is
finite. This condition is satisfied automatically when X is a locally finite complex.
Even in that case lf is the part the notation for the equivariant homology since it was
inherited from the singular theory. The following Proposition implies the equality
H�.X IL/DH

lf ;�
� . zX IL/.
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Proposition 2.1 For every CW complex X with the fundamental group � and a
� –module L the chain complex fCn. zX /˝� Lg is isomorphic to the chain complex of
locally finite equivariant chains C�

� .
zX /.

The following definition was given in the author’s paper [6] in more general setting.

Definition 2.2 Let X be a CW complex with the universal cover zX and let L be a
� –module. A homomorphism �W Cn. zX /!L is called almost equivariant, if the set

f�1�. e/ j  2 �g �L

is finite for every n–cell e in zX . Let Homae.Cn. zX /;L/ be the set of all almost equi-
variant homomorphisms from Cn. zX / to L. Note that this is a group. These groups form
a cochain complex with respect to the co-differential ı defined as .ıf /.�/D f .@�/
where @W Cn. zX /! Cn�1. zX / are the boundary homomorphisms. The cohomology
groups H�ae.

zX IL/ are called the almost equivariant cohomology of zX with coefficients
in a � –module L.

One can define singular almost equivariant cohomology by replacing n–cells e in the
above definition by singular simplices � W �n! zX . The standard argument show that
the singular version of almost equivariant cohomology coincides with the cellular. Thus
the group H�ae.

zX IL/ does not depend on the choice of a CW complex structure on
X . Clearly, for complexes X with finite fundamental group there is an isomorphism
H�ae.

zX IL/DH�. zX IL/.

Since every equivariant homomorphism is almost equivariant, there is a natural trans-
formation

pert�X W H
�.X IL/DH�� .

zX IL/!H�ae.
zX IL/

called a perturbation homomorphism from the cohomology of X to the almost equi-
variant cohomology.

We note that in the case when L D Z, a trivial � –module, the groups H�ae.
zX IZ/

coincide with the `1–cohomology groups H�
.1/

. zX IZ/ defined by Gersten [8].

Also we note that a proper cellular map f W X ! Y that induces an isomorphism of
the fundamental groups lifts to a proper cellular map of the universal covering spaces
xf W zX ! zY . The lifting xf defines a chain homomorphism xf�W Cn. zX /! Cn. zY / and

a cochain homomorphism xf �W Homae.Cn. zY /;L/! Homae.Cn. zX /;L/. The latter
defines a homomorphisms of the almost equivariant cohomology groups

xf �aeW H
�
ae.
zY IL/!H�ae.

zX IL/:
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Suppose that � acts freely on CW complexes zX and zY such that the actions preserve
the CW complex structures. We call a cellular map gW zX ! zY almost equivariant if
the set [

2�

f�1g�. e/g � C�. zY /

is finite for every cell e in zX where g�W C�. zX /! C�. zY / the induced chain map.

Proposition 2.3 Let f W X!Y be a proper almost equivariant cellular map. Then the
induced homomorphism on cochains takes the almost equivariant cochains to almost
equivariant.

Proof Let �W Cn.Y /!L be an almost equivariant cochain. Let e0 be an n–cell in X .
There are finitely many chains c1; : : : ; cm 2 Cn. zY / such that f . e0/�  fc1; : : : ; cmg

for all  2 � . Then the set[
2�

f�1�.f . e0//g �
[
2�

f�1�. fc1; : : : ; cmg/g D

m[
iD1

[
2�

f�1�. ci/g

is finite.

For every CW-complex X we consider the product CW-complex structure on X � Œ0; 1�

with the standard cellular structure on Œ0; 1�.

Proposition 2.3 and the standard facts about cellular chain complexes imply the follow-
ing.

Proposition 2.4 Let X and Y be complexes with free cellular actions of a group � .

(A) Then every almost equivariant cellular map f W X ! Y induces an homomor-
phism of the almost equivariant cohomology groups

f �W H�ae.Y IL/!H�ae.X IL/:

(B) If two almost equivariant maps f1; f2W X ! Y are homotopic by means of a
cellular almost equivariant homotopy H W X � Œ0; 1�! Y , then they induce the
same homomorphism of the almost equivariant cohomology groups, f �

1
D f �

2
.

Similarly one can define the almost equivariant homology groups on a CW complex
by considering infinite locally finite almost equivariant chains. Let X be a complex
with the fundamental group � and the universal cover zX . We call an infinite chainP

e2En. zX /
�ee almost equivariant if the set f�1�e j  2 �g � L is finite for

every cell e . As we already have mentioned, the complex of equivariant locally finite
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chains defines equivariant locally finite homology H
lf ;�
� . zX IL/. The homology defined

by the almost equivariant locally finite chain we call the almost equivariant locally
finite homology. We denote them as H

lf ;ae
� . zX IL/. We note that like in the case of

cohomology this definition can be carried out for the singular homology and it gives
the same groups. In particular the groups H

lf ;ae
� . zX IL/ do not depend on the choice of

a CW complex structure on X .

We note that when L D Z is a trivial � –module, the almost equivariant locally
finite homology groups H

lf ;ae
� . zKIL/ coincide with the uniformly finite homology

H
uf
� . zKIZ/ defined by Block and Weinberger [2].

As in the case of cohomology for any complex K there is a perturbation homomorphism

pertK� W H�.KIL/DH
lf ;�
� . zKIL/!H

lf ;ae
� . zKIL/:

Also, there is an analog of Proposition 2.4 for the almost equivariant locally finite
homology.

Proposition 2.5 Let X and Y be complexes with free cellular actions of a group � .

(A) Then every almost equivariant cellular map f W X!Y induces a homomorphism
of the almost equivariant homology groups

f�W H
lf ;ae
� .X IL/!H

lf ;ae
� .Y IL/:

(B) If two almost equivariant maps f1; f2W X ! Y are homotopic by means of a
cellular almost equivariant homotopy, then they induce the same homomorphism
of the almost equivariant cohomology groups, .f1/� D .f2/� .

Let Xi , i D 1; 2 be complexes with free action of �i and Li be �i –modules. The
tensor product on locally finite chains

C
lf
k
.X1;L1/˝C

lf
l
.X2;L2/! C

lf
kCl

.X1 �X2;L1˝L2/

defined by the formulaX
m�� ˝

X
n��!

X
.m� ˝ n�/.� � �/

takes the product of almost equivariant chains to almost equivariant. Since the above
tensor product defines homomorphisms �� and �ae

� for both the equivariant and the
almost equivariant homology, we obtain the following:
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Proposition 2.6 For any complexes M and N with universal coverings �M and zN ,
for any �1.M / and �1.N / modules L1 and L2 , and for any k and l , there is a
commutative diagram:

Hk.M IL1/˝Hl.N IL2/
��
����! HkCl.M �N IL1˝L2/

pertM� ˝ pertN�

??y pertM�N
�

??y
H

lf ;ae
k

. �M IL1/˝H
lf ;ae
l

. zN IL2/
�ae
�

����! H
lf :ae
kCl

. �M � zN IL1˝L2/:

Let M be an oriented n–dimensional PL manifold with a fixed triangulation. Denote
by M � the dual complex. There is a bijection between k –simplices e and the dual
.n�k/–cells e� which defines the Poincare duality isomorphism. This bijection extends
to a similar bijection on the universal cover �M . Let � D �1.M /. For any � –module
L the Poincare duality on M with coefficients in L is given by the cochain-chain
level isomorphisms

Hom�.Ck. �M �/;L/
PDk
�! C

lf ;�
n�k

. �M IL/
where PDk takes a cochain �W Ck. �M �/!L to the chain

P
e2En�k. �M /

�.e�/e . The
family PD� is a chain isomorphism which is also known as the cap product

PDk.�/D � \ Œ �M �

with the fundamental class Œ �M � 2 C
lf ;�
n . �M /, where Œ �M � D

P
e2En. �M /

e . We note

that the homomorphisms PDk and PD�1
k

extend to the almost equivariant chains and
cochains:

Homae.Ck. �M �/;L/
PDk
�! C

lf ;ae
n�k

. �M IL/:
Thus, the homomorphisms PD� define the Poincare duality isomorphisms PDae

between the almost equivariant cohomology and homology. We summarize this in the
following

Proposition 2.7 For any closed oriented n–manifold M and any �1.M /–module L

the Poincare duality forms the following commutative diagram:

H k.M IL/
pert�

M
����! H k

ae.
�M IL/

�\ŒM �

??y PDae

??y
Hn�k.M IL/

pertM�
����! H

lf ;ae
n�k

. �M IL/:
Geometry & Topology, Volume 15 (2011)
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We note that the operation of the cap product for equivariant homology cohomology
automatically extends on the chain-cochain level to the cap product on the almost
equivariant homology and cohomology. Then the Poincare Duality isomorphism PDae

for �M can be described as the cap product with the homology class pertM� .ŒM �/.

3 Obstruction to the inequality dimMC M n < n

Let � be a finitely presented group. Then the classifying space B� DK.�; 1/ can be
taken to be a locally finite complex. We fix a geodesic metric on B� . Let p� W E�!

B� denote the universal covering. We consider the induced CW complex structure
and induced geodesic metric on E� .

Proposition 3.1 Let K be a finite complex with the universal cover pW zK ! K

supplied by a geodesic metric induced from K . Let f W K!B� be a cellular Lipschitz
map classifying p . Suppose that dimMC zK< n. Then for every lift zf W zK!E� of fp

there is a Lipschitz cellular homotopy H W zK�I!E� of zf to a map gW zK!E�.n�1/

where E�.n�1/ denotes the .n�1/–skeleton of E� .

Proof We may assume that B� is a locally finite complex. Moreover, since the
group � D �1.K/ is finitely presented, we may assume that the 2–skeleton B�.2/ is a
finite complex. Let �W zK!N be a uniformly cobounded Lipschitz map to an .n�1/–
dimensional simplicial complex. We may assume that � is cellular and surjective on
the cell level, that is an every cell in N has nonempty intersection with the image
�. zK/. Also we may assume that there is C > 0 such that diam.��1.�// < C of all
simplices � in N . We construct a Lipschitz map qW N !E�.n�1/ by induction on
dimension of the skeleton of N . For every v 2N .0/ we define q.v/ be a closest vertex
in E� to the set zf .��1.v//. Then for every edge Œv; v0� in N we define q.Œv; v0�/ to
be a shortest path in the Cayley graph E�.1/ taken with the graph metric from q.v/

to q.v0/. Since the distance between q.v/ and q.v0/ for all edges Œv; v0� is uniformly
bounded, there is an upper bound on the number of isometry types of such paths. Then
for every 2–simplex � D Œv0; v1; v2� is N we take a filing of q.@�/ in E�.2/ that
uses a minimal number of 2–cells and so on.

Let Hk denote the set of all simplicial embeddings hW �k ! N of the standard k –
simplex. After the step number k < n we will get a Lipschitz map qW N .k/!E�.k/

such that the family of maps fp�qhW @�kC1 ! B�gh2Hk
is finite. Then we can

construct a Lipschitz extension qW N .kC1/!E�.kC1/ using minimal fillings in B� .
As the result we obtain a Lipschitz map qW N !E�.n/ with p�q.N / compact. We
note that the composition q� is on bounded distance from zf . Clearly, the maps
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zf and q� are homotopic as maps to a contractible space. Since q� and zf are
on bounded distance with compact projections p� zf . zX / and p�q�. zX /, there is a
uniformly bounded homotopy between them. Then we can turn that homotopy to a
cellular Lipschitz map.

Let A be a subset of a CW complex X . The star neighborhood St.A/ of A is the
closure of the union of all cells in X that have a nonempty intersection with A. Note
that St.A/ is a subcomplex of X .

Proposition 3.2 Let X and Y be as above with Y locally finite. Then a cellular Lips-
chitz homotopy ˆW X � Œ0; 1�! Y of an almost equivariant map is almost equivariant.

Proof Since ˆjX�f0g is almost equivariant, for every cell e �X the union[
2�

ˆ.e� f0g/� �1[ � � � [ �k :

Then [
2�

ˆ.e� .0; 1//� Stm.K/

where K is the closure of �1[ � � �[�k . The existence of m follows from the fact that
ˆ is Lipschitz. The local finiteness of Y and finiteness of K imply that the m–times
iterated star neighborhood Stm.K/ of K is a finite subcomplex of Y . Clearly, the
coefficients of the cells in ˆ�.e� .0; 1// 2 C�.Y / are bounded.

Here we recall some basic facts of the elementary obstruction theory. Let f W X ! Y

be a cellular map that induces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups. We want to
deform the map f to a map to the .n�1/–skeleton Y .n�1/ . For that we consider the
extension problem

X �X .n�1/ f
! Y .n�1/;

that is, the problem to extend f W X .n�1/! Y .n�1/ continuously to a map xf W X !
Y .n�1/ . The primary obstruction for this problem of is the obstruction to extend f to
the n–skeleton. It lies in the cohomology group H n.X IL/ where LD �n�1.Y

.n�1//

is the .n�1/–dimensional homotopy group considered as a � –module for �D�1.Y /D

�1.X /. The obstruction theory says that a map gW X ! Y .n�1/ that agrees with f
on the .n�2/–skeleton X .n�2/ exits if and only if of D 0. The primary obstruction is
natural: If gW Z!X is a cellular map, then ogf D g�.of /. In particular, in our case
of D f

�.o1/ where o1 2H n.Y IL/ is the primary obstruction to the retraction of Y

to the .n�1/–skeleton.
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Definition 3.3 Let gW Y .n�1/ ! Z be a Lipschitz map of the .n�1/–skeleton of
an n–dimensional complex to a metric space. We call the problem to extend g to a
Lipschitz map xgW Y !Z a Lipschitz extension problem.

Definition 3.4 Let X be a finite n–complex, n� 3, with �1.X /D� and zf W zX ! zY
be a lift of a cellular map f W X ! Y that induces an isomorphism of the fundamental
groups. We define an element o zf 2H n

ae.
zX I�n�1.Y

.n�1/// as the class of the cocycle

C zf W Cn. zX /! �n�1. zY
.n�1//D �n�1.Y

.n�1//

defined by the formula C zf .e/D
�
zf ı�e

�
where �eW S

n�1D @Bn!X is the attaching
map of an n–cell e . Since zf is � –equivariant, the cocycle C zf is a � –equivariant.
Thus, it defines an element �f 2H n

�.
zX I�n�1.Y

.n�1/// of the equivariant cohomology
and o zf D pert�

X
.�f /.

We consider an arbitrary geodesic metric on a locally finite complex and the induced
metric on its universal cover.

Proposition 3.5 Let zf W zX ! zY be a lift of a Lipschitz cellular map f W X ! Y of
a finite n–dimensional complex to a locally finite that induces an isomorphism of the
fundamental groups. Then the above cohomology class o zf 2H n

ae.
zX I�n�1.Y

.n�1///

is the primary obstruction for the following Lipschitz extension problem

zX � zX .n�1/
zf j
! zY .n�1/:

Thus, o zf D 0 if and only if there is a Lipschitz map xgW zX ! zY .n�1/ which agrees with
zf onto zX .n�2/ .

Proof The proof goes along the lines of a similar statement from the classical obstruc-
tion theory. Let C zf D ı‰ where ‰W Cn�1. zX /!�n�1. zY

.n�1// be an almost equivari-
ant homomorphism. For each .n�1/–cell e of X we fix a section ze� zX , an .n�1/–cell
in zX . Then the set f�1‰. ze/ j  2 �g D f�1

i ‰.ize/g
m
iD1

is finite. Like in the
classical obstruction theory we define a map gi W ize! Y .n�1/ , i D 1; : : : ;m on cells
ize such that gi agrees with zf outside a small .n�1/–ball Bi � ize . The difference of
zf and gi restricted to Bi defines a map d zf ;gi

W Sn�1!Y .n�1/ that represents the class
�‰.ize/. For a general lift  ze of e we define a map gW  ze!Y .n�1/ as follows. Let i

be such that �1‰. ze/D �1
i ‰.ize/. We define gD �1

i gii
�1 . Thus, we define

gW zX .n�1/ ! zY .n�1/ in such a way that the difference map d zf ;gW S
n�1 ! Y .n�1/

on the cell  ze ,  2 � , represents the element �.i /
�1‰.ize/D�‰. ze/. Then the

elementary obstruction theory implies that for every n–cell � 0� zX there is an extension
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xg� 0 W � 0! zY
.n�1/ of gj@� 0 . For every n–cell � �X we fix a lift z� . Consider the set

of maps [
2�

f�1g j@z� W @z� ! Y .n�1/
g � C.@z�;Y .n�1//:

By the construction of g , this set is finite. We fix an extension xg� 0 for each element of
this set and define the extension xgW X ! Y .n�1/ of g by translations by � . We may
assume that all maps gi and xg� 0 in the above construction are Lipschitz with the same
Lipschitz constant since there are finitely many of them.

In the other direction, if there is a Lipschitz map xgW zX ! Y .n�1/ that coincides with
zf on the .n�2/–dimensional skeleton, then the difference cochain d zf ;xg is almost

equivariant. Indeed, for any � > 0 only finitely many homotopy classes in �n�1.Y /

can be realized by �–Lipschitz maps. Then the formula ıd zf ;xg DCxg�C zf and the fact
that oxg D 0 imply that o zf D 0.

Let Œe� 2 �n�1. zY
.n�1// denote the element of the homotopy group defined by the

attaching map of an n–cell e . Then the homomorphism Cz1W Cn. zY /! �n�1. zY
.n�1//

defined as Cz1.e/ D Œe� is an equivariant cocycle with the cohomology class oz1 2

H n
ae.
zY I�n�1.Y

.n�1///.

Proposition 3.6 (1) The cohomology class o zf from the above Proposition is the
image under zf � of the class oz1 2H n

ae.
zY I�n�1.Y

.n�1///.

(2) The class oz1 comes under the homomorphism pert�� from the primary obstruction
�1 2H n.Y I�n�1.Y

.n�1/// to retract Y to the .n�1/–dimensional skeleton.

Proof The first part is the naturality of obstructions for Lipschitz extension problems
with respect to Lipschitz maps. Like in the case of classical obstruction theory, it
follows from the definition.

The second part follows from definition (see Definition 3.4).

Proposition 3.7 Let f W X !B� be a Lipschitz map of a finite complex that induces
an isomorphism of the fundamental groups and let zf W zX ! E� be its lift to the
universal coverings. Then for every R > 0 the family of preimages of R–balls
f zf �1.BR.y//gy2E� is uniformly bounded where the metrics on zX and E� are
induced from geodesic metrics on X and B� .

Proof Since zf W zX ! zf . zX / is a quasi-isometry for the subset metric on zf . zX /,
the family

˚
zf �1.BR.y//

	
y2 zf . zX /

is uniformly cobounded. Then, clearly, the family˚
zf �1.BR.y//

	
y2E�

is uniformly bounded.
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Theorem 3.8 Let X be a finite n–complex with �1.X / D � and let f W X ! B�

be a Lipschitz map that induces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Then
dimMC zX < n, n� 3, if and only if the above obstruction is trivial, o zf D 0.

Proof If dimMC zX < n, then by Proposition 3.1 there is a Lipschitz cellular homotopy
of zf W zX ! E� to a map gW zX ! E�.n�1/ . By Proposition 3.2, the map g is
almost equivariant. Then by Proposition 2.4, o zf D

zf �.o1/ D g�i�.o1/ D 0 where
i W E�.n�1/ �E� is the inclusion.

We assume that B� is a locally finite simplicial complex. If o zf D 0, then by
Proposition 3.5 there is a �–Lipschitz map gW zX ! E�.n�1/ for some � which
agrees with zf on the .n�2/–skeleton X .n�2/ . We may assume that f is also �–
Lipschitz. Additionally, we assume that the diameter of each cell in X is less than 1.
We show that the map g is uniformly cobounded. In view of Proposition 3.7 it suffices
to show that g�1.y/� zf �1.B3�.y// for all y 2E� . Let x 2 g�1.y/ and let x 2 e

where e is a cell in zX . Since X is n–dimensional, there is a point v 2X .n�2/\St.xe/.
Then d zX .x; v/<2 and d.g.x/;g.v//<2� where d is the metric on E� induced from
a proper geodesic metric on B� . Thus, d

�
y; zf .v/

�
< 2�. Since zf is �–Lipschitz, by

the triangle inequality and the fact that zf .v/D g.v/,

d
�
y; zf .x/

�
< d.y;g.v//C d

�
zf .v/; zf .x/

�
< 3�;

that is, zf .x/ 2 B3�.y/. Therefore, x 2 zf �1.B3�.y//.

4 Homology of groups

Let I denote the augmentation ideal of the group ring Z� . We recall that the Berstein–
Schwarz class ˇ D ˇ� 2 H 1.� I I/ is the first obstruction to the lift of B� to E�

(see Švarc [12] and the paper [7] by the author and Rudyak). The following is called
the Universality Theorem and it is stated without proof in [12]. A proof can be found
in [7].

Theorem 4.1 For every � –module L and every cohomology class ˛ 2 H k.� IL/

there is a � –homomorphism Ik !L that takes ˇk to ˛ .

Here ˇk Dˇ^ � � �^ˇ is the k times cup product and Ik D I˝� � �˝I is the k times
tensor product over Z. We recall that the cup product x^ y of classes x 2H�.X IA/

and y 2H�.X IB/ is defined for any modules A and B with x^ y 2H�.X IA˝B/

(see Brown [4]).
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Let f W M ! B� be a map that induces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups.
The image f �.ˇ�/ 2 H 1.M I I/ of the Berstein–Schwarz class of � is denoted by
ˇM and is called Berstein–Schwarz class of M .

We will use the notations H�ae.� IL/, H
lf ;ae
� .� IL/, pert�� and pert�� for H�ae.E� IL/,

H
lf ;ae
� .E� IL/, pert�

B�
and pertB�� respectively. Also we will use the notation H�.�/

for H�.� IZ/.

Theorem 4.2 For a closed oriented n–manifold M the following are equivalent:
(1) dimMC �M < n;
(2) f�.ŒM �/ 2 ker.pert�� / where f W M ! B� is the map classifying the universal

covering �M of M .
(3) .ˇM /n 2 ker.pert�

M
/.

Proof .1/ ) .2/ Let f W M ! B� be a cellular Lipschitz map classifying the
universal cover �M of M and let zf W �M ! E� be a lift. If dimMC �M < n, then
by Proposition 3.1 there is a Lipschitz cellular homotopy of xf W zX ! E� to a map
gW zX!E�.n�1/ . By Proposition 3.2, it is almost equivariant. Then by Proposition 2.4
it follows that zf�.pertM� .ŒM �// D 0. Therefore, pert�� .f�.ŒM �// D 0 and hence,
f�.ŒM �/ 2 ker.pert�� /.

.2/) .3/ If f�.ŒM �/ 2 ker.pert�� /, then pert�� .f�.ŒM �/\ˇn/D 0. Since we may
assume that the restriction of f to the 1–skeleton of M is a homeomorphism of
1–skeletons, the commutative diagram

H
lf ;ae
0

. �M I In/
xf�

����! H
lf ;ae
0

.E� I In/

pertM�

x?? pert��

x??
H0.M I I

n/
f�
����! H0.B� I I

n/

has isomorphisms for horizontal arrows. Therefore, pertM� .ŒM �\ .f �ˇ/n/D 0. Thus,
pertM� .ŒM �/\ pert�

M
..f �ˇ/n/D 0. By the Poincare Duality, pert�

M
..ˇM /n/D 0.

.3/) .1/ By Proposition 3.6, o zf D pert�
M
.f �.�1//. By the Universality Theorem

there is a coefficient homomorphism  W In ! �n�1.B�
.n�1// D L such that the

induced homomorphism of the nth cohomology groups takes ˇn to �1 . Therefore,  
induces the commutative diagram

H n
ae.

�M I In/
 �
����! H n

ae.
�M IL/

pert
x?? pert

x??
H n.M I In/

 �
����! H n.M IL/
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where

o zf D pert�M .f �.�1//D pert�M . �.ˇM /n//D  �.pert�M ..ˇM /n//D 0:

Then by Theorem 3.8 dimMC �M < n.

We note that the subset of n–homology classes of Hn.�/ which can be realized by
an n–manifolds forms a subgroup. We denote this subgroup by RHn.�/ and call it
the representable n–homology group. Using the surgery one can show that for n� 4

a realization f W M ! B� of a given class from RHn.�/ can be taken such that f
induces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups.

Definition 4.3 We define the group of small macroscopic dimension homology classes
as H sm

n .�/D ker.pert�� /\RHn.�/�Hn.�/.

Corollary 4.4 For a closed orientable n–manifold M , dimMC �M < n if and only if
f�.ŒM �/ 2H sm

n .�/.

We note that this Corollary is a statement in spirit of Brunnbauer and Hanke [5]. For
several classes of large manifolds they proved similar statements. For example, they
proved the following

Theorem 4.5 For every finitely presented group � and every n there is a subgroup
H sm

n .� IQ/�Hn.� IQ/ such that a closed orientable n–manifold M has the hyper-
euclidean universal cover �M if and only if f�.ŒM �/ 2H sm

n .� IQ/.

We recall that an n–manifold N is called hyper-euclidean if there is a Lipschitz map
pW N !Rn of non-zero degree. Theorem 4.5 and all other results in [5] are rational.
It is unclear if our Corollary can be stated in terms of the group homology with rational
coefficients.

We conclude this section with the following observation about homologies of a group.

Theorem 4.6 For every group � and any n> 0,

Hn.�/DHn�1.� I I/DHn�2.� I I
2/D � � � DH1.� I I

n�1/

and
Hn.�/D kerfH0.� I I

n/!H0.� I I
n�1
˝Z�/g

or to state the same differently,

Hn.�/D kerfIn
˝� Z

.1˝i/˝1
�! .In�1

˝Z�/˝� Zg

where i W I ! Z� is the embedding.
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Proof The first chain of equalities follow from the homology long exact sequence
defined by the short exact sequence of coefficients

0! Ik
! Ik�1

˝Z�! Ik�1
! 0

and the fact that Hi.B� I I
k�1˝Z�/D 0 for i > 0. The latter is due to the facts that

the reduced homologies of a group with coefficients in a projective module are trivial
(see Brown [4]) and the modules Ik�1˝Z� are projective (see the paper [7] by the
author and Rudyak). Here we use the convention I0 D Z.

The second equality follows from the facts that Hn.�/DH1.� I I
n�1/ and the remain-

der of the coefficients exact sequence is

0!H1.� I I
n�1/!H0.� I I

n/!H0.� I I
n�1
˝Z�/!H0.� I I

n�1/:

The last equality follows from definition of 0–dimensional homology:

H0.� IL/D coinv.L/DL˝� Z

for every � –module L.

5 Main Result

The following theorem is due to Block and Weinberger [2].

Theorem 5.1 For a finite complex K with the universal covering zK and the funda-
mental group � and for the trivial � –module Z, the equality H

lf ;ae
0

. zKIZ/D 0 holds
true if and only if � is not amenable.

Here is our main result.

Theorem 5.2 For all n� 4 there is a closed rationally essential n–manifold M with
the fundamental group �1.M /D Zn �F2 such that dimMC �M < n.

Proof We note that B� D T n� .S1_S1/ for � DZ�F2 where T n is the n–torus.
Consider the natural inclusion of T n into B� . Then the image of the fundamental class
ŒT n� in Hn.B�/ is ŒT n�˝1 where 12H0.S

1_S1/. By Theorem 5.1, pertF2
� .1/D 0.

Therefore, in view of Proposition 2.6,

pert�� .ŒT
n�˝ 1/D pertZ

n

� .ŒT
n�/˝ pertF2

� .1/D 0:

By a surgery in dimension 0 and 1 performed on the torus T n we can obtain a manifold
M together with a map f W M!B� inducing isomorphism of the fundamental groups
and such that f .ŒM �/D ŒT n�˝ 1.
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Namely, we consider a map qW T n! T n that collapses a closed n–disc D � T n to
the base point x0 2 T n . Let ˛1 and ˛2 be generators of F2 . For i D 1; 2 we do
the surgery on T n in dimension 0 by attaching a solid 1–handle Hi Š Bn � Œ0; 1� to
D along Bn � f0; 1g preserving orientation. We do it in a way that the bases of the
handles H1 and H2 do not intersect. Let W D T n[H1[H2 , VHi D Int Bn � Œ0; 1�,
and N D W n . VH1 [

VH2/. Note that N is an orientable n–manifold. Clearly, the
fundamental class ŒN � is homologous to ŒT n� in W . For i D 1; 2 we define a map
fi W Hi! B� by collapsing Hi to the interval Œ0; 1� and then by sending this interval
along a loop in fx0g�.S

1_S1/�B� representing ˛i . Note that the union f1[f2[q

defines a continuous map xqW W ! B� . Then the restriction f 0 D xqjN W N ! B�

induces an epimorphism of the fundamental groups and takes the fundamental class
ŒN � to q�.ŒT

n�/D ŒT n�˝ 1 .

Next, we do a surgery on N in dimension 1 to kill the kernel of the homomorphism
f 0�W �1.N / ! �1.B�/ D � . It is known that the kernel of any epimorphism of
finitely presented groups is normally generated by finitely many elements. In our case,
since f 0� is the abelianization, these elements can be taken to be the commutators of
generators of �1.N /. Let 1; : : : ; m be such elements. For every j D 1; : : : ;m we
take a loop in N representing i and approximate it by a smoothly embedded simple
curve Cj . In view of the orientability of N , the normal bundle to Cj is trivial and
we can perform the killing surgery. That surgery can be viewed as attaching to N

a solid 2–handle H 2
j D Bn�1�B2 along the tubular neighborhood of Cj and then

removing Int Bn�1 �B2 . Our manifold M is the result of this (iterated) surgery. Let
W 2 DN [

S
j H 2

j . Note that ŒN � is homologous to ŒM � in W 2 . Since j is in the
kernel of f 0� , the map f 0 is extendable to H 2

j . Let xf W W 2! B� be an extension.
Note that xf induces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Since dim H 2

j � 5, by
the general position property any 2–dimensional disc in W 2 can be removed from the
core b0�B2 where b0 2Bn�1 is the center. In view of the deformation retractions of
H 2

j n .b0�B2/ onto @Bn�1�B2 , the inclusion M �W 2 induces an isomorphism of
the fundamental groups. Then f D xf jM induces an isomorphism of the fundamental
groups and takes the fundamental class ŒM � to f 0�.ŒN �/D ŒT n�˝ 1.

Since pert�� .ŒT
n�˝ 1/D 0, by Theorem 3.8, dimMC �M < n.

Remark The free group F2 in the Theorem 5.2 can be replaced by any non-amenable
finitely presented group and the torus T n can be replaced by any rationally essential
n–manifold N .
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